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SPECULATION
Congratulations to Ralph King on the best publicity that we've had in years - the theoretical cannabis
growers in Santoft Forest during the North Island Championships. Isn't it remarkable how a piece of pure
speculation secured front page status in the nation's most widely read daily paper?
This has to be the best excuse I've ever heard for a misplaced control. It was number six on my course, a
classic bingo control in thick young pines; of course it was moved by a dopehead - the Deus Ex Machina
theory of course-setting.
But this brings me to an important point. What should we do when we find a cannabis plot? I'd like to
propose an answer
"Leave It Alone, Back Out The Way You Came In, Walk Away, Get on With Your Course, and Joke About
it Later."
Here's why I feel we shouldn't make a fuss:
(a) We don't need the animosity of people who take their dope seriously. Most of them are perfectly
normal people with an unusual hobby. I would guess that at least half of orienteers under the age of 40
have used cannabis and it did them no harm. But some dopegrowers have bad attitudes and firearms and
all the time in the world to think up remedies to the problem of orienteers spoiling their hobbies.
(b) We don't need landowners thinking that orienteers will call in the police if they find dope plots on their
land. We don't need any reason for a landowner to think ill of us, so we close their gates, we respect their
stock, we pick up litter - why should we dob them in? All they want is a quiet life; if they wanted
dopegrowers dobbed in, they would find the plots soon enough themselves.
(c) We don't need concerned parents thinking that orienteering exposes kids to dope or to dopegrowers.
Dope is a lot more prevalent and available than they might think. I found a dope plot in the Auckland
Domain when I mapped it a couple of years ago. Kids can get dope any time they want - dope plots in the
forest make no difference.
So next time you find a dope plot, follow your own conscience on what to do next. But first ask yourself;
What are the political ramifications of making a fuss about this?
Do you actually know enough about Cannabis Sativa to make an informed judgement about it?
Are you sure that these people are doing you or anyone else any harm?
Wouldn't it be best for all concerned to simply leave it alone?
One final thought: do you want to talk shop all weekend? I bet Selwyn doesn't want to either!
MARK ROBERTS

"SORRY I'M LATE, MISS"
3 days in Woodhill, 2 days at the North Island Championships, 2 days at the Taranaki Turkey Trot, 3 days
at the Masters' Games, and 4 Summer Series events in between, makes a total of 14 days of orienteering
spread over a period of 32 days.
It's a miracle I'm still alive, never mind able to produce a newsletter, so I hope you'll forgive me for being a
little late with the February 1995 issue of the AUCKLAND ORIENTEER.
MR
PS Be gentle with me, I'm exhausted.
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FEBRUARY 1995
Wed 1st

C

Club meeting, 19:30, 56 Allens Road, East Tamaki, all members welcome

Thu 2nd

NW

Club meeting, venue to be advised, 19:30, all members welcome

RK

New Zealand Masters' Games, Manawatu, details in Nov AUCKLAND ORIENTEER
Lake Wiritoa. Gordon Keir, Knottingly

Tue 7th

C

Summer Series, Churchill Park, Kinsale Road, 17:00-19:00
Setter Terry Nuthall, vetter Andy Brewis

Wed 8th

H

Sandford Park, off Bader St, Hamilton, 17:30-18:30

Tue 14th

C

Summer Series, One Tree Hill, Pohutukawa Drive Barbecue Area, 17:00-19:00
Setter Tony Cooper, vetter Darren Ashmore

4th/5th/6th

Wed 15th H

Forest Lake, Garnett Ave, Hamilton, 17:30-18:30

18th-19th HB

MacPac Kaweka Challenge, contact 06 876 8558, details in November issue

Sun 19th

C

Club event, Ngapuketurua, all welcome, signs on SH16 at Forest Headquarters
Setter Mike Ashmore. Bring your own water for the finish please. 1 0 : 0 0 - 1 2 : 0 0

Tue 21st

C

Summer Series, Western Springs, Zoo, 17:00-19:00
Setter Rod Ball, vetter John Powell

Wed 22nd H

Donny Park, Hamilton. 17:30-18:30

25th-5th

All

NATIONAL ORIENTEERING WEEK

25-26

Squad Training Camp, Mount Auckland and Weiti

Sun 26th

CM

Waiuku Forest Pukekohe - Manukau Festival of Sport, 10:00-12:30

H

Whatawhata 2, 11:00-13:00, 3 courses
Signed from SH23 Hamilton-Raglan road / road south from Ngaruawahia

E

Egmont Forest Run

Mon 27th NW

Long Bay, Women's Festival (?), ALL welcome, 10:00-13:00

Tue 28th

Summer Series, Auckland Domain, Grandstand, 17:00-19:00
Setter Richard Bolt, vetter Clive Bolt

C

Deadline for entries for National Championships, call Unni 534 5625 for Information.
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MARCH
Wed 1st

H

Hamilton Lake, Ruakiwi Road, 17:30-18:30

C

Club Meeting, 19:30, all members welcome
NEW VENUE: Davies Residence, 17 Crescent Road, Parnell

Thu 2nd

NW

Club meeting, 19:30, all members welcome
Meads Residence, 10B Patuone Avenue, Devonport

Sat 4th

T

Katoa Po All Night Relays Punetekahi, details this issue, Regional Jun Challenge 1

Sun 5th

T

CDOA OY1, Taurewa, National Park, 11:00-13:30
Previously used for 1995 CDOA Champs. Signs on SH47 5km north of Whakapapa
turnoff (junction SH47/SH48).

NW

Long Bay, club event all welcome, 10:00-13:00
Setter Michael Hood, controller Ann Fettes

Mon 6th

CM

Club meeting, all club members welcome, 19:30
Robinson residence, 45 East Street, Pukekohe

Tue 7th

C

Summer Series, One Tree Hill, Observatory, 17:00-19:00

Wed 6th

H

Rose Gardens, Cobham Drive, Hamilton, 17:30-18:30

10-12

NZOF Annual General Meeting and Seminar, Iwitahi, Taupo

Sun 12th H
NW

Four Brothers, signs from Whatawhata on Hamilton/Raglan Road, 11:00-13:00
North Harbour Masters' Games, Weiti, 10:00-13:00, all welcome
Travel north on East Coast Bays Rooad and look for signs

Fri 17th

C

Summer Series Social, Kings' Prep, 18:30, details in this issue

Sat 18th

Squad Training Camp, Kallarney Lake, Te Aroha, invitation only

18-19

PAPO Canterbury Championships, Apollo Hill and Godley Head, entries by 24th February
Contact Club Secretaries or Claire Mulcock, 03 384 5116 for information

Sun 19th H
CM
Sat 25th
Sun 26th NW
H

CDOA OY2, Patetonga, on main road to Matamata
Totara Park, club event, all welcome, 10:00-12:30
Deadline for entries for Katoa Po All Night Relays, call Jim on 07 378 9289
Autumn Series 1, Muriwai, 10:00-13:00
Forest Lake, Garnett Ave, Hamilton, 17:30-18:30
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APRIL-DECEMBER
1995

24-28
Aug

O-Ringen, Sweden

30

Wh

AOA OY3

6

NW

Park/street, Onepoto Domain

12-20
April Sat 1
2

May

NW
R

Rogaine, 2hr/1hr

13

CDOA OY3, Rotorua

World Champs, Germany
C

AOA OY4, Pulpit Rock

H

Rose Gardens / Sandford

Round The Bays Run

19-28

DevSqd Trip to Australia

Squad

Camp, Weiti

20

CM

Waiuku Forest promotional

6

NW

Club meeting, Watson res.

26-27

Aussie

A-NZ Challenge, ACT

2-4

Aussie

3 day event

27

NW

AOA OY5, NRL1, Pulpit Rock

9

NW

Autumn Ser 2, Kaipara Knolls

C

Park / streets, new map

H

Kapamahunga (Whatawhata)

H

Forest Lake

14-17

CM

NZ National Championships

10

C

AOA OY6, Paparoa (?)

22

Squad

WOC Trial, North Island

17

R

CDOA OY5, NRLeague 2

23

C

Park / streets, new map

24

CM

AOA OY7, Whiriwhiri Maioro

29-30

Squad

Trials, lower North Island

1-2

Aussie

Australian Championships

30

CM

Autumn Ser 3, Waiuku Forest

Sat 7

H

Glenora

H

Waikato University

8

P

CDOA OY6 & NRL

T

CDOA OY4

14-15

C

Auckland Champs & NRL

Squad

GIB Woodhill Forest Run

21-23

Wh/NW

Labour Weekend 3 day, Poutu

13-14 Wh

Nl Sec Sch Ch, Gumtown

29

NW

Auckland Relay Ch, Weiti

14

H

Pakaroa, near Morrinsville

NW

Park / Streets, Devonport (?)

7

NW

Auck Pri Sch Ch, Ambury Park

CM

Waiuku Forest promotional

11

NW

Great Day O, Woodhill (?)

7

Sept 3

Oct

Nov

4-5

CDOA Championships

14-18

Dev Sqd Training Camp, Bulls

12

H

Sanatorium Hill (?)

21

C

Park / streets, new map

18-19

HB

Smedley Medley

28

CM

Autumn Ser 4, Waiuku Forest

19

E

CDOA OY7

29-2
June 3-5
11

July

Waterfalls,

Waiuku Forest promotional

Veterans' World Cup, Russia

Tideline Coastal Run, N Shore

DevSqd 3 Day event, Wairarapa
NW

Autumn Ser 5, Ngapuketurua

H

Pukekura

18

C

Park / street event, new map

20

CM

Ak Sec Sch Ch, Waiuku Forest

25

CM

Waiuku Forest promotional

2

NW

AOA OY1, Kaipara Knolls

7-8

PAPO

Silva Nat Sec Sch Champs

9

H

Garlands

8-11, 15-23

Canadian O Festival

16

CM

AOA OY2, Onewhero

23

C

Park / streets, new map

25-26
Dec

10
26-1

Wellington Championships
H

Whatawhata 2
APOC'96, Hong Kong
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CENTRAL
CHATTERBOX
Northern Regional League
John Powell, team selector, would like to hear from
Club members who are travelling to CDOA OY
events, so that they may be considered to
represent the Club.

Summer Series Social
All Club members, family and friends are welcome
to a Barbecue Social Evening, Friday 17th March
1995 18:30, bring salads / dessert / grog, usual
venue Kings' Prep School Pavilion, Portland Road
Remuera (probably - to be confirmed).

Woodhill 3-Day
Another successful event. We broke new ground in
reducing the amount of work needed to run the
event by not having race packs, not running food
stalls, by on-site computing and by not having
protests (i.e. by not having any jury to protest to).
In summary, "it was not a badge event".

What I did in the holidays
Some big holiday stories to tell the class about
were: surfing at Piha (Scott); climbing Rangitoto
(Douglas), and watching the sun set at Leigh
(Andrew and Jill). A bigger holiday story is that
Rae sold her long-serving little green car and
bought a little red one, and John got a red ear
answering the telephone from 6 am Saturday.
The biggest story is that Warren went to China on a
sponsored trip for descendants of people from
Guandong Province. Despite having "confirmed"
travel bookings, the Kiwis had to follow a group
from another country to get through.
We
understand that the Cantonese language class was
rather advanced, but in all respects the whole trip
was a tremendous experience.

New members
Welcome to Rick and Ann Weymouth. They were
introduced to Orienteering through the summer
series. For the record, during their holidays they
went to the peaceful central north island. Despite a
small navigational glitch on their way to the 3-day
(nothing a tow rope couldn't fix), we are pleased to
hear that they look forward to enjoying more events
out of the city.
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Welcome also to Genevieve Neo (W21B) of
Henderson, who joined on the day of her first
orienteering run (which she won) at Self's Farm.
Winning her grade again on her second ever run at
Woodhill, Genevieve's luck ran out when training in
the Waitakeres, and she won't be seen until the
cast comes off her foot Ouch!

People
Old news, but for the record: Alistair Landels was
married to Englishwoman Clare Barnes on 16th
July 1994. They have bought a house and he has
a permanent job as a software engineer, so
perhaps we should not expect to see Al for a while.
Rob Jessop has returned from Europe with plans to
pursue a PhD in Forest Ecology, possibly at
Auckland University. He's training hard for the
World Championships this year.
Alister Cory-Wright has been overseas for a few
years. He married Jean Ramsden last year and
the couple have moved to Auckland for a while.
Jean has found full-time work as an Outdoor
Education instructor at ATI (teaching OE teachers),
and Alister is seeking work in Civil Engineering.
Jean Cory-Wright has had an illustrious career in
orienteering. She first orienteered in 1970, and by
1976 was in the British team competing in the
World Championships as a W21E while still aged
17. She represented Britain every year up until
1993. with her best performances 17th in the World
Championships in Hungary in 1963, and 24th in the
World Cup events in the United States in 1992.
Jean has retired from serious competitive
orienteering following a hip injury which prevents
hard training. She will be running either W35A or
W21E here depending upon her fitness: "I expect
to be still running with the veterans when I'm 70".
Jean says that she is becoming more interested in
coaching now and she hopes to become very
involved in coaching women in the National Squad.
Jean is enjoying our climate and is looking forward
to lots of exploring, tramping, kayaking, cycling and
running. There are lots of new mountains to climb
and new sea to play in, and I enjoy the variety of
NZ orienteering terrain."
A vote of thanks to Mike Ashmore, who after many
years of heavy administrative duties for the Club,
has chosen to take a break during 1995 and
concentrate on competition instead. Thanks for
everything so far Mike, you deserve a break.

Club subscriptions
This issue contains a second copy of the Club
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and finished 3rd woman overall in 6 hours and 11
minutes. The route extends over 60+km of rugged
terrain with marvellous views above the bushline,
overlooking Lake Te Anau.
L o r r i O'Brien and Glenn Middleton are training for
the Kaweka Challenge - look out Katie!

Subscription form. Please send it in right away.
This year the committee has resolved NOT to
chase late payers; this issue of THE AUCKLAND
ORIENTEER is the last you will receive if you haven't
submitted your subscription by the end of February.
Contact Clare Codling 526 0245 if you have any
problems.
(A typical problem seems to be
forgetting whether you've paid or not!)

The Beveridge family's new number is 818 2874.

Katoa Po

A weekend in Taranaki

We began our orienteering year at the Taranaki
Turkey Trot on 28/29th January - and we had
ourselves a ball!
Saturday's farmland map did not at first look
Farewell Tony
interesting, but appearances are deceptive and
His Bonus Time finally ran out and, having clipped most runners spent longer on the courses, in the
his final control, Tony Nicholls reached his last hot sun, than anticipated. Marquita Gelderman had
an excellent win, eclipsing all of the M35A males on
Finish line on Sunday 22nd January.
the same course, and received a huge trophy.
Every seat was taken at the Chapel at Purewa Peter Godfrey won M55A.
Cemetery on Tuesday 24th. I would estimate that
more than half of the mourners were orienteers. But for me the highlight was Sunday's 5-map
During a brief and simple ceremony Terry Nuthall traverse of New Plymouth's parks and farmland,
spoke for the O fraternity. Thanks Terry. And including running the street sectors between maps.
thanks also to Tom for his many phone calls, and Egmont OC provided a bus to take competitors to
apologies to those who did not hear about the the start of the event on the far side of town.
funeral in time.
I now know why the bus company is called "With A
Truck"
- our bus broke down en route to the first
Thank you Tony for everything, we loved and
map
and
we almost needed a tow -truck to pull the
respected you very much, and you will be missed.
bus. However it spluttered back into life with 15
Margaret, our thoughts are with you.
minutes to spare before the starting time.
BRUCE & CATHERINE HORIDE A bunch of wetter, muddier and more dishevelled
runners would have been hard to find after that
marathon effort, with times ranging from 1hr
54mins to 3 hours plus for the two longer course.
One casualty left the course by ambulance with a
suspected broken ankle, while several people
literally swam the deep Te Henui Stream to reach
the final control. Marquita and Rob Crawford
[COC] won course 2 outright with Lisa Mead the
Happy 1995!
second woman home.
The Central Club's organiser for the All Night
Relays on 4th March is Rob Crawford. Contact him
if you want to run.

NORTHWEST
NEWSHOUND

We've just returned from a great non-O holiday of
camping, tramping and biking. We ignored the
permanent course markers in Hanmer Forest Park!
Other members enjoyed the Woodhill 3 Day, and
as I write this, a feast of O events is happening at
Bulls and New Plymouth.

People
Congratulations to Ann Fettes, who is now a
grandmother. Her son Mark, his wife and new
baby live in Canada.
In December, Katie Fettes competed in the annual
Kepler Track Mountain Race. She took the Queen
of the Mountain title by reaching the summit first

Running in dense native bush on a black and white
map was fun and chaotic. The locals had warned
us that the map required "upper body strength" Not
content with more than 2.5 hours running, Geoff
Mead then spent a further 2 hours that afternoon
stretcher-bearing an injured tramper from the steep
upper slopes of Mt. Egmont/Taranaki, having
earlier climbed 2000' from the carpark.
For the record, Geoff and I were on the summit of
Egmont before 08:00 on Monday, and driving back
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to Auckland before the editor of
ORIENTEER had even woken up!

THE

AUCKLAND

Waterfalls Rogaine
News of a bonus event, training for the National
Championships: a Rogaine (Score Event) at
Waterfalls, 2 hour and 1 hour courses, on Saturday
1st April. (The Annual Round The Bays Run is the
next day.) I am assured that this is not a joke!
LISA MEAD [445 4555]

ARCHIVES FEB 1985
John Rix and Jack Maitland ran a training weekend
for the Elite squad on Mission Coast Road. Dieter
Wolf of Switzerland was in NZ, Alison Stewart was
one of the top W21Es and Tania Robinson the best
of the W12s.
Herald headlines recently featured cannabis
growers in Santoft Forest. Ten years ago it was
"police and forestry workers discovered a million
dollar plot in Waiuku Forest."
The Central Club's Summer Series continued on
the areas that we still use, with the addition of St.
Kentigern's College.
Names of some of the
competitors still figure in the results - Terry Nuthall,
Geoff Mead, Ralph King, Hilary Weeks and Jill
Brewis. But have attendances fallen? The One
Tree Hill results of 26th February 1985 showed 291
including several groups.
SAOC ran two Thursday night events on Waiuku
College Farms, but the turnout was poor - probably
all at milking.
Rangitoto College was the venue for a NWOC
promotional event, farmland with areas of
blackberry and gorse. Alistair Landels (M17) won
course 1 and was second on course 3 behind Colin
Bray. Lisa Mead was the fastest woman, beating
Jeanine Browne, Julia Fettes and Joanne
Cunningham. Keith Stone was the best of the
M43s.
The Brighouse Trophy, for the orienteer with the
best results of the five major events throughout the
year, was Terry Brighouse of Taupo, with John
Fettes second. Previous winners were Geoff
Bendall in 1981, Andrew Smith in 1982 and John
Davies in 1983.
KEN BROWNE
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ANTHONY MARK
NICHOLLS 1934-1995
It is with sadness that we write of the recent death
of Tony Nicholls, a stalwart of New Zealand
Orienteering and of the Central Orienteering Club.
Tony was a bom visionary, coach, motivator,
enthusiast, competitor and organiser.
Where
others hesitated, Tony strode vigorously on. He
would not be tied down by convention.
Tony's orienteering career began in April 1972
while on a training run in Woodhill Forest, when he
and some fellow athletes came upon an
orienteering event in progress. Tony tried it, and
was hooked. He made the New Zealand team that
year.
In 1974 Tony started the first orienteering
magazine "Grid Chat" and in 1978 he edited the
first national orienteering magazine "O Focus". In
1975 he set up New Zealand's first permanent
orienteering course at Welcome Bay, Tauranga.
In 1976 Tony was elected Vice-Chairman of the
New Zealand Orienteering Federation (NZOF) and
in 1977 to the office of Chairman, a position he held
for three years.
Tony, Margaret, and their daughters Tanya and
Kirstin returned to Auckland in 1977. He rejoined
Central OC, then in danger of being disbanded,
and was immediately re-elected to the committee,
on which he served continuously and actively until
his death.
During the late seventies and early eighties, Tony
turned his attention to assisting schools and
organising promotional events. He drew 32 maps
of local schools and parks. He saw an opportunity
in daylight saving to organise a twilight summer
series of events in local parks as a promotional
activity with the dual goals of introducing people to
orienteering and to the city's parks. In 1995, this
highly successful series celebrates its tenth year,
attracting as many as 300 competitors each week.
For many years Tony served as the Woodhill
Forest liaison officer, a crucial role in ensuring
access to our maps and maintaining a good
relationship with forest and land owners.
We all remember the "Orienteering Truck", painted
in the colours of an O flag, and before that the "O
Car", with a similar colour scheme.
He served as Equipment Officer for many years,
concurrently with his various other roles. He
constantly invented better equipment and new,
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more efficient ways to do things. Illness forced
Tony to give up most of these responsibilities last
year.
Over the years Tony successfully completed many
orienteering projects, often breaking new ground.
It was an appropriate finale for his career that as a
member of the organising committee for NZ's first
World Orienteering Cup event, he was responsible
for designing and building the very successful finish
system.
NZOF recognised Tony's unflagging work and
competitive achievements when he was elected as
a Life Member in 1988.
Tony's greatest pleasure was in activities at Club
level, so there was special significance for him in
the granting of Life Membership of the Central
Orienteering Club at the Club's 1993 AGM. The
presentation dinner was held at the Kiosk, a feature
on the One Tree Hill / Cornwall Park map on which
Tony enjoyed setting courses, competing and
training. Many past and present members of the
Auckland orienteering community gathered at the
presentation dinner to pay tribute to the man who
taught so much to so many for no return other than
his love of the sport.
We are sure that you will join with us in thanking
Tony's family for what he has given us. We extend
our sympathy and condolences to Margaret, Tanya
and Garry, Kirstin and Christopher, and grandson
Sean.
Tony, as only Tony could, choreographed his own
funeral, so the last words are his:
"While we are talking, envious time is fleeing.
Seize the Day! Put no trust in the future!"
TOM DAVIES, CHAIRMAN, COC

JUNIOR SQUAD
The National Selectors have been asked by NZOF
to nominate Regional Junior Squads throught the
country. Each Squad will have need a Coach and
a Manager. If you're interested in either role,
contact Wayne Aspin or Michael Wood.
Auckland area members of the National Junior
Squad, as recently selected by the NZ Selectors,
are:
Peter Ambler, Chris Bolt, Jonathan Boow, Bryce
Brighouse, Mark Currie, Nick Foster, Antony Foxell,
Neil Haddon, Alex Hood, Matthew Howard, Mark
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Isted, Robert Murphy, Mark Roland, Mark Stewart,
Simon Thorpe, Paulette Ashmore, Tina Charles,
Ineke Currie, Melissa Frith, Gabrielle Henderson,
Charlotte Hood, Odette Howarth, Charlotte Marra,
Karen Monks, Katherine Rankin, Clare Rankin,
Natalie Rouse and Penny Whittaker.
Congratulations to all of you for your selection, and
Brownie Points to the NorthWest Club for their
remarkable success in nurturing so many
youngsters over the last couple of years.
NorthWest Club members are 17 of 28 on the list!

LETTERS
Marlborough exhausted
Dear Mark
It's really tiring trying to orienteer your way around
a Wine Trail map of Marlborough vineyards in hot
weather.
They don't put North on it.
It's not to scale.
Lots of roads are missing.
But we found the updated version of the map after
some confusion over who had shifted premises.
Due to my years of O experience, we were able to
find 16 vineyards in Marlborough and 4 in Nelson,
before rushing off to catch whatever inter-island
transport happened to be operational that day.
(Don't count on faster versions.)
Some recommended labels this summer Forrest,
Lawson Dry Hills, and Grove Mill. The crisp,
flavoursome Marlborough Sauvignon Blancs lived
up to their reputation and the car came away a
good deal heavier, and the wallets a good deal
lighter.
JILL DALTON {COC]

Purple Courses
Dear Mark
As a newcomer to the O scene at club level (having
joined COC after two Summer Series seasons and
now thoroughly hooked), I wanted to say how
impressed I was with the Auckland Orienteer. The
articles and letters within it are both informative and
interesting. Similarly the detailed event calendar is
very useful, and the advising of entry close dates
helpful too. Keep up the good work!
I was interested to read about Jim Lewis's edict
about using purple pens so that colour blind
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orienteers are not disadvantaged in their map
reading. I am red-green colour blind, and have
found the red pens used during the Summer Series
quite frustrating.
To me, the red is almost
indistinguishable from the brown contour lines. As
a result I have sometimes brought my own black
pen to use when master maps are available prestart
However, course 1 master maps are often after the
start (and even half way round the course) and it is
not really feasible to carry a pen with you as you
run. By contrast, the purple ink (was it purple?)
used on the Woodhill 3-Day maps was very easy to
follow. Thus I was disappointed to see on 17
January at Cornwall Park predominantly red pens
being used again. I think I could see only two blue
pens available and I had to ask someone to swap
one of them for my red pen. Would it be possible
for the Central club to follow Jim Lewis' advice to
"Go and buy some purple biros ... [and] get rid of
your red pens" - PLEASE?
On another matter concerning your December
editorial about burglary of B-grade courses, I fully
agree that providing Short-A courses is a good
solution to the problem (of unfit A-graders wanting
a shorter course). However, is there a solution to
problem of fit B-grade orienteers wanting to do a
longer course?
For instance, at the Woodhill 3-Day (by the way,
thanks and congratulations to Mike and team for a
well organized event!), I wanted to do courses that
were about 5 km long. It was the MShortA (course
4) that offered this, whereas MOpenB (course 6)
offered course lengths of only 3 km (approx.).
Although I thoroughly enjoyed course 4, I did have
a bit of trouble in the intricate manuka/sand dune
areas (don't look at my times!); the B grade course
probably would have been more suited to my
present level. Thus, is there room for Long-B
courses to be included at future events also?
RICK WEYMOUTH [COC]

Elites and Oldies Again
Dear Mark
Rob and Co may rest assured.
I am not
suggesting that all Elites should be sent off to the
local vet to be put down forthwith. Elites are people
and we all love you dearly and appreciate all that
you do for orienteering.
But IF it is necessary to reduce the number of
courses, it should not be the same group who are
disadvantaged all the time. Maybe elites ought to
take their turn to miss out now and then. We
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should not have the situation where long-time
orienteers are finding that they do not have a
course worth travelling for, so they buzz off and
play golf instead. OK once in a while, but not every
badge event. Some of these oldies have been
NZOF officers and have put a huge amount into
administration and coaching. We don't need to
lose them.
I agree that elite courses are not hard to set if the
terrain and area are suitable. But I don't think it is
necessary to keep cutting out courses either. See
David Farquhar's comments on making shorter
courses variations of longer courses. It only takes
an extra master map or two to keep everyone
happy.
I appreciated the effort by M21Es and W21Es in
setting the AOA Championships to accommodate
my needs. I also know someone who played golf
instead!
Keep doing a great job, Rob and the Squad.
JUDY MARTIN [NWOC/TOC]

Northern Regional League
Dear Aucklanders
Thank you for your invitation to join your Northern
Regional League competition. We were all quite
enthused about the concept of the Taranaki
Turkeys kicking ass in Auckland until we read the
fine print, which states:
"The competition events are drawn from the AOA
and CDOA OY series and Championships. OY
events run by Whangarei OC and Egmont OC are
excluded. The administrator's decision is final."
Thus while we Turkeys travel far and wide
competing in your backyard you guys don't have
the dedication to take us on down here. Is this
more of the myopic view that Auckland rules? The
old view was that Taranaki only has poor maps and
poor terrain. In recent years the successful Turkey
Trot has disproved this belief. Incidentally, this
event is organised for Auckland Anniversary
Weekend for your convenience. Why not use this
event as our contribution to our league?
Thus we are happy to participate on more
reasonable terms. Can you imagine a rugby team
insisting that all games are to be held at their own
ground?
GREG BARBOUR, SECRETARY, EGMONT OC
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THE TEN O
COMMANDMENTS
This list was created for a novice, then used by the
writer in his next event - which he claims was his
best run of the decade so far!
1. The map is always right (except when it isn't).
2. Never follow someone, do your own thing.
3. Stop at complicated decision points.
4. Constantly check your compass as you run a
bearing.
5. Check lots of map features against the ground
as you run.
6. Aim off - avoid unnecessary risks.
7. Avoid green unless absolutely necessary.
8. Use the whole control description.
9. Know your exit from the control as you
approach.
10. Stay calm when lost; relocate by going back to
the last place you knew where you were at.
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FOUND ON O-NET
"Never pace count.
Pace counting is for
compulsive, prematurely toilet-trained neurotics
who wear ties to work and carefully line up
sharpened pencils on an otherwise uncluttered
desk. Never use a track. Tracks are for wimps
who are afraid of the forest. Reliance on tracks is a
hallmark of a novice and a coward. Disregard
vegetation. There is only one colour important to a
real orienteer brown. Solid, thick impenetrable
green is no trouble to the real orienteer; the thicker
the better."
BILL TEAHAN [HOC]

TROTTING WITH THE
TURKEYS

Egmont terrain is generally gully-ridden farmland
with pockets of native bush. EOC's new map is
Ratapihipihi, drawn by the Aspins, and situated
right
on the edge of town. It offers more bush than
CHARLIE TURNER, SOUTH LONDON
usual,
so two thirds of the controls on course 2
ORIENTEERS, UK, FROM "SLOWPRINT"
were in native bush. That made the event special
to me - lurching around in the Supplejack,
breathing in the lovely damp bush smells, making
the classic around/through choices, splashing
along the streams.
"A new member asked recently what is the
I enjoyed the Taranaki Turkey Trot, even though it
etiquette about giving assistance or information in was (as is so very common) too long. Maybe we
the middle of a course.
have a de facto rule that all real courses should be
At a top level "badge" event you must only ask for 25% longer than the organisers say they will be.
or give assistance if the person is distressed,
Greg Barbour won the Turkey Trot M21E at last in
injured, or both young and lost.
80:43, ahead of Darren Ashmore [COC] in 82:21
Club events are more relaxed and you should use and lots of stiff Australian and Scandinavian
your own discretion. I suggest that you always competition. Marquita Gelderman [NWOC] won
assist newcomers and youngsters by helping them W21E in style, then repeated her victory next day
to decide where they are and how to get to their
in the Traverse. Other AOA placegetters were
next control - if they want help. Never tell them Martin Girling 2nd M35A, Geoff Mead 3rd M35A,
where the control is; it spoils the feeling of
Lisa Mead 3rd W35A, Dave Middleton 2nd M45A,
achievement they get when they find it alone.
Janice Cyprian 2nd W45A, Peter Godfrey 1st
If an experienced orienteer asks where a control is M55A, Bert Chapman 1st M60A, Ralph King 1st
M70A, Lyn Stanton 2nd W21AS.
you may wish to reply with just a polite smile!"

O ETIQUETTE

FROM THE TOPSOC NEWSLETTER - Taranaki Turkey Traverse
PRESUMABLY BY DOUG MACKINTOSH The Taranaki Traverse is a unique and immensely
enjoyable event. I've never run 12+Km (course 2)
before and actually enjoyed it; like most finishers, I
arrived at the Finish with a smile on my face.
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Map One - Ratapihipihi
Twenty of us mass-started on course 2 at 09:30 on
the Ratapihipihi map (1:10,000 5m colour 1994), a
quick 5 controls and 1.25km largely through dense
(but tracked) bush. Split controls quickly spread
everyone out; runners crashed about on all sides
as I tried to concentrate on my own navigation. It
was interesting to see runners sometimes
approach controls from all directions, and on other
occasions display unanimity in the strategy for
approaching a control. The exit routes were quickly
trampled but once out on each leg everyone was
jockeying for the perfect entrance to the next
control circle.
Running on the same map two days in row made
the initial adjustment to the map easier, but still I
fluffed control 3, losing a minute or two, and
struggling up the hill out of the map I had half or
two thirds of the field in front of me and the rest
straggling one by one out of the bush behind me.
It was a hot still day so the water at the stile was
welcome. A 750m street run was marked on a
scrap of street map with streamers on the ground
to stop us getting lost between real O maps. 2km
so far and going strong.

Map Two - Tukapa
Turning over our Ratapihipihi maps, we found
Tukapa (1:5,000 3m colour 1984). The adjustment
in scale and contour interval, and allowance for 10
years of changes, kept me busy for most of the run
to the first control. I couldn't make anything fit well
enough to be sure of my location until my attack
point for the first control hove into view. Then I was
smokin' for 6 controls and 1.2km, overtaking a few
people in the bush (yes, more bush) and spiking
controls with gay abandon.
My strategy was already history. After deciding that
road-running is my weakness, I had decided to run
the maps gently, avoiding mistakes, and try to keep
up a good fast pace on the roads. This was crazy a better approach was to say that navigation is my
strength, and orienteer with speed and confidence
past all the rest. It almost worked.
Bursting out of the bush with a couple more
runners behind me (they had made their quota of
mistakes on this map instead of the first) a flagged
route across a farmland gully led us to a short
street run - about a kilometre in all. Once again the
climb out of the gully alongside an Aussie runner
slowed me down a lot, and looking back down the
hill I saw a bunch of 8 runners queuing for the
marked gap in the electric fence.
Determined to get away from them, we hammered
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down the cul-de-sac to the first map change while
Course 3 runners ready for the 10:30 start idly
debussed (they'd left their cars at the Finish.)

Map Three - Huatoki Domain
Later we learned that earlier runners had caused
some consternation at the map change, and they
still hadn't quite got their acts together when we
arrived. Calling out my number as requested, and
reaching round the Aussie who was standing there
wondering what number they wanted, I charged off
down the dirt track onto the Pukekura map.
Oops - this didn't fit AT ALL. Turning it over, I
found the Huatoki Domain map (1:5,000 5m b/w
not young), which still wouldn't fit, but a glance at
the control description sheet told me it was indeed
map 3, so now I was stumped, as was the Aussie.
Grinding to a halt, I was encouraged by the sight of
a local flashing past, and realised that ahead of us
were more streamers leading us to the next start
triangle. Just to keep us on our toes, they'd given
us a 500m "inter-course" run with a map change
half way along, and after it tapes but no street map!
Once again the climb out of the inevitable gully did
me no good at all. I was beginning to tire. Not only
had I missed the instructions at the map change, I
had also missed a water stop in my haste to burn
off the crowd behind.
The next control was a disaster. The adjustment to
black and white, a different contour interval, and a
completely different style of map cost me time and
effort (and pride!) I spiked the split control with
verve and style, then wasted at least five minutes
hunting for my own control.
EOC are considering abandoning split controls next
year, because they create immense amounts of
work. As I noted to my (self)disgust, they also
create the possibility of giving one group a greater
technical challenge than another.
Royce Mills
[W40A? RKOC] made the same mistake as me,
and later told me that in the end she went on to the
next control, clipped that, then came back for
another try! Not strictly kosher but who's counting?
At this point runners on course 1 began to appear
behind me. (They had the same start time but 4km
more to run on the first map.) At least three hurtled
past me as I searched for my thumb compass
among the leaf litter on the way to control two.
Another two minutes lost, but it's a $90 compass
and I couldn't face more bush bashing without it!
7 controls, 1km of bush (yes, yet more bush!) and
500m of parkland later, some encouraging words
from Rob Garden and a cup of water before the
next street run. I was walking a lot by now, still
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"running strongly" as Rob so kindly reported to
Clare, but beginning to regret doing course 2.
I'd chosen to wear road shoes for the street runs
instead of spikes for the bush, so grovelling around
in the damp bush-covered gullies was taking its toll.
But I was better off than local joker Karl Dravitski,
who was in the process of coming second on
course 1 behind a member of the Finnish national
team. Karl had to beg some shoes from Rob after
map 3, because his own shoes had disintegrated!
And I was a lot better off than Aussie Dick Ogilvie,
who broke his ankle on map 3 leaping from an
earthbank onto a track. I made the same leap but
was luckier.

Map Four - Pukekura/Brooklands
800m on streets and we were on the Pukekura
map (1:7,500 5m colour 1989?) running for 2.5km
through - you guessed it - bush and parkland.
Here the challenge was picking the right path and
staying close to the map to pick up 6 controls
reliably.
Fresh Course 3 runners who had started on the
previous map were beginning to appear around
me, and Course 1 runners were still passing me.
But I must have been on my second wind, because
I saw no-one from my own Course 2.
The map optimistically represents all bush as white
(run) but as before we were grovelling extensively
inside the control circle, although the track network
makes this map far less challenging.

Map Five - Te Henui
Straight onto the last map, and seemingly the worst
course. Te Henui (1:7,500 5m colour 1992) was
my undoing last year and so it was again this year.
A track run was followed by two bush-bashing
controls, then a killer climb on a (let's face it)
completely unnecessary leg. Crossing the river at
a point marked on the map as "uncrossable" twice
on the next leg made the route choice for the next
leg easy - back across the river and then an easy
flat lope to the finish via a gimme control on the
riverbank. By now I was choosing routes for their
reliability because my judgement and navigation
was shot. Another 2.5km of bush and parkland
with 6 controls finished with a hasty crossing of the
railway tracks and a round of applause from a
bunch of people I've never met in the finish tent
next to the beach.
Standing oblivious to the gentle rain were dozens
of dazed orienteers wearing the classic evidence of
bush runs - soaked, torn O suits, filth everywhere
including the hair, bruises, grazes and not a little

blood. The smiles on each face said as much
about their relief to finish as it did about their
enjoyment of the run.
For many people, the Traverse was a personal
battle to maintain pace and accuracy no matter
what the Egmont Club threw at us. Greg had left
instructions about cutoffs at the map changes but
Bert Chapman was having nothing to do with it,
finishing course 3 in a little over 4 hours.
The Traverse is about tenacity, fitness, strength
and skill; and all the right people won. My course
was won by Marquita Gelderman and Rob
Crawford in 1:54:37, who crossed the line hand in
hand after running together for most of the event.
Rob reckons he could have out-sprinted Marquita
at the line but after following her into a couple of
dozen controls he decided that would be
ungentlemanly. Rob says he managed to lead
Marquita into only a few controls.
He also
congratulates Marquita on the speed of her
decision to join him in a dead heat.
Rob Jessop [COC] came 5th on Course 1, seconds
behind Karl, Eddie Wymer and Jim Russell of
Australia.

Was it fun?
I've been that tired before, (I slept for 14 hours that
night) but never so elated as well. The variety
made me feel that I was getting more out of my two
and a half hours than any run in Woodhill. I didn't
even notice the rain when it started towards the
end.
What a weekend. EOC chose Auckland
Anniversary Weekend so that you and I could go I'll be there again next year.
MARK ROBERTS [COC]

THE FINISHER'S
PERSPECTIVE
Day One: Slight burns on shoulders and arms.
Day Two: Sunblock on shoulders; wore a top with
a lower back.
Day Three: Sunblock on shoulders, arms and
knees, wore a top with a much lower back, sat at a
different angle, wilted in the hot sun as we pushed
buttons and wrote down times. The blessing of a
cold glass of Villa Maria Riesling was well received
during the afternoon.
Day Four: The COC Winos. including foundation
member Bruce Henderson (now with HVOC), met
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for a very impromptu dinner. We started with a
very pleasant Boar's Leap; no-one correctly
analysed the grape varieties (Chardonnay and
Pinot Noir). Then we proceeded to a Chardonnay
from Crossroads, in the Hawkes Bay. Having
demolished the nuts and raisins we moved on to
tacos topped with melted mozzarella and a
Sauvignon Blanc.
Next a marinated rump sate with a delicious sate
sauce, and two green salads, one with delicious
garlic croutons and the other with yummy herbs. A
rather delicious courgette dish and a ratatouille was
shared with a Rippon Pinot Noir 93. This pure and
exquisitely fruity wine reflects the sparkling waters
of Lake Wanaka.
Sweet dewy flavours
predominate, with subtle oak in support. A delicate
wine with power to charm.
A 1986 Clos du Bois Cabernet Sauvignon / Merlot /
Cab Franc / Malbec from Maristone Vineyard,
producer of classic Bordeaux wines - from the
Alexander Valley in California. The long warm
growing season of 1986 produced highly ripe fruit
with incredible depth of flavour. Well balanced with
rich, ripe berry flavours, this wine has developed
nicely with further bottle ageing.
Another superb wine from Corbans Cottage Block
in Marlborough, a 1992 Merlot, very ripe and cherry
red, with a touch of Cab Sav adding further
interest. Having eaten and drunk my fill, I couldn't
believe that I would be further tempted, until the
desserts arrived.
A magnificent Black Forest Gateau with fresh
strawberries and cream, washed down with Veuve
de Vemay, a Muscat-de-Beaumes-de-Venise from
the southern Rhone. This sweet dessert wine has
only two problems; it slides down very easily, and it
comes in half bottles. Truly superb and a great
complement to the dessert.
But wait! A certain lady had preserved a little of
each red wine, and when her dessert wine was
gone she resorted to the reds. Surprise - the Pinot
had opened out to revel in an exotic and sensual
nature; The Clos du Bois was becoming greater by
the mouthful. The Cottage Block was shouting "I'm
the Boss tonight" and marrying perfectly with the
remnants of the gateau.
The wines we drank on Day Four reminded me of
Beethoven's Romance No 2 in F Major in which the
two instruments vie for superiority and come
together in perfect harmony for a great crescendo.
Yet another multi-day successfully completed, but
Day Four was the best.
BARBARA MCGIVERN [COC]
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COLOUR CODING
Jim Lewis, NZOF Technical Convenor, has
announced the results of a long-awaited official
NZOF decision about labelling of course difficulties.
Colour coding has been chosen to indicate the
technical difficulty of a course, in line with UK and
NSW practice. This recommendation follows many
years of discussion with interested parties.

White (formerly "very easy")
M/W12A, M/W14B
The course must follow obvious drawn linear
features (tracks, fences etc.) A control site is
needed at every turning point and all control flags
must be visible from the direction of approach.
Where the course has to deviate from a handrail
feature, the route must be marked all of the way to
the next handrail feature. Compass use is optional
and limited to map orientation. No route choice is
offered. Doglegs permitted.

Yellow (formerly "easy")
M/W14A, M/W16B, Adult C grades
Controls must be on or within 50m of drawn linear
man-made or water features, but preferably not at
turning points.
Limited route choice between
handrails or running cross-country will be offered.
Short distances may be permitted along linear
features that are not drawn, such as spurs or reentrants. Obvious catching features are essential
in this case. Controls should be visible from any
reasonable approach route.
Limited compass use may be for rough direction
only; doglegs permitted.

Orange (formerly "medium")
M/W16A, Adult B grades Including M/W18B
Courses should have route choice with obvious
attack points near to controls and/or catching
features less than 100m behind the control.
Control sites may be smaller point features, and
control flags need not necessarily be visible from
the attack point. No doglegs are permitted, so the
exit route must not be the same as any reasonable
entry route.
Simple navigation by contours and rough
with limited distance estimation may be
Typically, an Orange leg would use a
prominent features as stepping stones to
a leg.

compass
required.
chain of
complete
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Red (formerly "hard")

North Island Sec Schools Champs 1995

Elites, Adult A grades, Including M/W18A
Navigation should be as difficult as possible with
small contour and point features as preferred
control sites. There should be no obvious nearby
attack points or handrails, and no catching feature
in front of the control. Route choice should be
important on most legs; doglegs not permitted. It
may be impossible to set Red courses on some
maps.

Hosted by WhOC on Gumtown, near Whangarei,
this event will be on May 13th/14th 1995. Junior,
Intermediate and Senior competitions are offered.
Contact Richard Rankin 09 430 8007 for details;
entry deadline April 28th; Club Secretaries and
schools have details.

ETCETERA

Secondary Schools Orienteering
Ian Donaldson [HVOC] continues some great work
with schools by publishing "The Orienteering
Report" issue 4 now in schools. It discusses
qualifications and competitions.

PUZZLE-O

Katoa Po All Night Relays
If you've never orienteered at 3am, you've missed
out on a major life experience.
"Katoa Po" - literally "all of the dark" - is a relay
race run by the Taupo Club every year with sevenperson teams beginning shortly before dusk and
finishing in the wee small hours.
Traditionally competed for by Club teams, the last
few years have seen a titanic ding-dong battle
between the Egmont Club's Egmont Eagles
(tremendously well organised and coached by Greg
Barbour) and the Central Club (blessed with a
remarkable number of M21Es and young men who
ought to be M21Es but pretend to be juniors.)
This year's event is on Saturday 4th March on the
Punetekahi map, an area of farmland just outside
Taupo. It is followed on Sunday by the Central
Districts OY at Taurewa, near National Park.
Club Secretaries and anyone who has been to
recent major events have entry forms. Act fast, the
deadline for entries is 25th February. Individuals
may enter and will be assured of a remarkable
experience, but entries are best organised by
Clubs, If I knew who was organising from each
Club, I would tell you. Central members should
contact Rob Crawford.
If you haven't tried this before but you're tempted,
try it, you'll never forget it - a bit like breaking a leg.

National Championships
The 1995 National O Championships will be held
on April 14th-17th in the vicinity of Onewhero, near
Tuakau.
Note that the entry deadline for this event is very
soon: 26th February; send your entry in right away.

Answers to the October puzzle:
By taking away two letters from the following
words, and without changing the order of the left
over letters, you can make new words. In this
puzzle, there were two possible new words to
make from each old word.
Tablet
Shiny
Police
Hatching
Gear
Ballet

Tale or Able
Sin or Shy
Pole or Lice
Hating or Aching
Ear or Car
Ball or Bale

W o r d Chains
By changing one letter at a time, make these magic
changes. I've given some clues to help you.
Change WORK to PLAY:
WORK
_ _ _ _ Meat of a pig
_ _ _
_ _ _
_ _ _
_ _ _
_ _ _
_ _ _
_ _ _
PLAY

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

What coffee does in a pot
The top of a mountain
Part of a bird's head
A piece of lumber
A tailor makes this in clothing
To close a door hard
To kill a dragon

MAY YOUNG [COC]
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ORIENTEERING DISEASES
Anoxic Orienteering Error (AOE): This is the commonest orienteering
disease and is recognised by the fact that the orienteer makes a major and
totally rediculous mistake. It is due to a lack of oxygen in the brain, all
the available blood supply having been used up by the legs. AOE takes many
form, some common ones being:
(i) Back bearing syndrom, also called "a touch of the one-eighties": the
orienteer reaches a control and then, flushed with the success or
conscious of another runner close behind then, glances at their compass
and takes off at high speed in a direction directly opposite to the
correct one.
(ii) Straight stretch hypnosis, the orienteer realises that they have to run
a long way along a straight track, and works out that it should be 400
double paces. Setting down to a hard slog, they become bemused by the
rhythm of their movement and only wake up 20 minutes later, when they
have reached a count of 924. By this time, they may have run off the map
altogether, in which case the disease is incurable.
(iii) Control blindness, the orienteer approaches the control with consumate
skill, and then runs right past it. They may do this several times, and
one is known to have actually sat on a control for a rest without seeing
it!
(iv) Punch palsy, this is due to exhaustion, cold and wet. The orienteer's
hands are so weak that they cannot punch their card with one hand. They
try both hands and drop their map in the mud. They try again and punch
their card in the wrong place. One is known to have ended by
ineradicably punching the letter "N" on their left thumb.
(v) Eyebrow failure, occurs on hot days. The natural function of the
eyebrows is to keep sweat out of the eyes, but excessive sweating causes
this protective mechanism to fail and the eyes are suddenly filled with
salt. This causes the orienteer to fall off the knoll, or wall, into the
gully, depression or ditch.
Psychiatric diseases, these fall into two categories:
Depression usually occurs after the event, when the orienteer has seen
their time. They sit in a hunched position, staring fixedly at his map,
refusing to talk to anyone and muttering "I'll never get my gold!" One form,
called "wood loneliness" occurs during the event and afflicts the late
starter. Having difficulty in finding a control, they suddenly realise that
they have not seen another human being for over half an hour and gegins to
believe that everyone else has finished and the organisers have packed up and
gone home.
Orienteering paranoia (persecution complex) is seen in the orienteer
who, having made a totally stupid error, places the blame on the planner, the
mapper, the controller, or the manufacturer of their O suit. At the fini sh
they rush up to the other competitors, crying "Number 12 was unfair,itwas
marked as 25 metres from the stream, but when I paced it out it was only 24.5
metres. No wonder it took me 30 minutes to find it!" The discovery that
everyone else thought that number 12 was the easiest of all the controls only
increases their sense of injustice.
Curiously enough, though orienteering diseases are often severe,
treatment is easy and they nearly all clear up with rest, beer and discussion.
We have yet to meet a case which has not recovered fully by the time of the
next event.

ANON
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HELP!!!!
Your running across a vague area on a bearing when you start to get an uneasy
feeing in your stomach. Something in the back of your mind is telling you that
something is not quite right. Where was the knoll that I should have seen? What is
this spur that I am running along on the map? I should be able to see the control !
A famous word from Homer Simpson comes to mind:

Duaw!
At this stage people go into different processes. Some people panic and start to run
around in circles or do a grid search. Others quickly try to relocate off a high spot.
At the camp I talked about a method for coping with the error mentally. How do you
feel when you make a mistake? Do you run as fast as you can to make up time? Do
you give up? or do you lose all confidence?
Here is a reminder of one method of dealing with errors.
STOP

!

As soon as something is not right then stop, even if it is just a small
niggle at the back of your brain.

TAKE THREE DEEP BREATHS
This will help calm you down and get some oxygen to the brain to help
you think.

SAY OUT LOUD "I HAVE MADE A MISTAKE"
This rams it in that something has happened that is not part of the plan
so you must counteract this.

"OTHER PEOPLE MAKE MISTAKES SO I CAN STILL WIN THE RACE"
This will help to motivate you to continue in the race to the best of your
ability because you still have a chance.

"MISTAKES COME IN TWO'S, SO I MUST BE CAREFUL ON THE
NEXT LEG"
This will help to slow you down for the next leg. To show more care and
not sprint off to try to catch the time back up.
Then relocate using the preferred method.
You can practise this saying at all events and to really drive it in you can do it at
training, at the end of each rep, hill sprint, every powerpole, every driveway, or every
time you put a foot on the ground.

SHAUN (THE SHEEP) COLLINS, HOC
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OVER, THROUGH OR ROUND?

You can run 200 metres on a path . . .

In about the same time as you can cover 150
metres in f o r e s t . . .

In about the same time as you can struggle 50
metres through thicket...

In about the same time as you can climb a 25
metre (75ft) hill.

DOUG MACKINTOSH, TOPSOC
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The AUCKLAND
ORIENTEER
The AUCKLAND ORIENTEER...
...is the monthly newsletter of the Auckland Orienteering
Association, combining the Central, Counties-Manukau
and NorthWest Orienteering Clubs. It is edited by Mark
Roberts, COC (520 5993) and distributed by Marquita
Gelderman, NWOC (412 8879) and published on or
about the first of every month except January.

Next Issue: March 1995
Send your contributions to Box 99612 Newmarket, or
deliver to 23a Shore Road, Remuera, or fax to 263 4794,
or phone me at home on 520 5993, where you can leave
a message on the machine, or call me at work on 263
4793.
The deadline for receipt of contributions for the
March AUCKLAND ORIENTEER is Monday 20th
February 1995.
Disks please, if you can; ASCII text with no hard returns,
or Microsoft Word, on DOS 3.5" disks for preference. I
will, of course, return your disk, but remember to write
your name on the label!
If you can't supply on disk, and the article is fairly long,
please supply as camera-ready copy, on A4 with a
16mm border all round (265mm x 178mm), and font size
at 11 points. Careful! This border is smaller than your
WP or typewriter would normally be set up for, and the
font size is bigger.
/ am perfectly happy to type articles or letters if
necessary!

Distribution
If you change your address, please contact Marquita
Gelderman on 412 8879. If you want a back issue of
The AUCKLAND ORIENTEER (not many available) please
contact your club membership person, or Marquita, or
me.

Credits
The New Zealand Orienteering Federation gratefully
acknowledges the support of the Hillary Commission.
MARK ROBERTS 520 5993
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